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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 PROVISION OF NETWORK SERVICES 
In a digitalized PSTN (public switched telephone network), 
subscribers can request for advanced telecommunciation 
services other then POTS (plain old telephony service). For 
instance, residential subscribers can have call waiting 
service, call wake-up service, do not disturb service etc. 
Whereas, the business subscribers can have more advance 
CENTREX services in which some PABX (private automatic 
branch exchange) functions are provided by the central 
office, for example call pick-up service, call transfer 
service, intercom calling etc. 
The provision of the advanced services involves no hardware 
re-arrangement but only data updating in the digital 
exchanges. The digital exchange provides a man-machine 
interface to allow the operators to enter commands for 
updating the subscriber data. Besides the provision of 
advanced services, the operator can also disconnect or 
connect the telephone lines via the man-machine interface. 
1.2 THE CURRENT ENVIRONMENT FOR SERVICE PROVISION 
In the current environment, the provision of network 
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services are handled manually in the telephone company. The 
sales team receives requests from customers and then issue 
hardcopy service orders to all concerned working parties. 
The service order handling group, which is one of the major 
working party, is responsible for updating the subscriber 
data in the digital exchanges. 
After receiving hardcopy service orders from the sales 
team, the staff at the service order handling centre will 
analyse and identify the requirements. Then, they will make 
use of the Command Generation (CG) program to create 
appropriate exchange commands. The CG program running on 
personal computer accepts information on service 
requirements as well as parameters, and generate command 
files with pre-defined exchange command format stored in 
command reference files. The CG program has no intelligence 
on the validity of the service requirements and this job 
counts on the operators' knowledge and experience. As more 
and more advanced network services are launched, the 
interactions between these services become complicated. 
Sometimes certain combinations of services are prohibited 
due to either technical or business constraints. The launch 
of these services will require thorough understanding on 
the nature and limitation of these services. 
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CG 
The operator will then send the exchange command files 
through the data network to the corresponding switching 
unit using the Command Sending (CS) program which is also 
running on a personal computer. The CS program performs the 
low level job of reading the command files, dial-up to the 
appropriate switching system via the switched data network, 
sending the files and capture the responses. However, it 
has no intelligence in analysing the responses. This job 
relies the on the intelligence of the operators. 
During the sending process, the operator has to manually 
monitor the response from the exchange since the sending 
may be failed due to a number of reasons, eg. port failure, 
port congestion, subscriber not in idle state, command 
error etc. The operator has to analyse the print-out of 
responses and to determine the appropriate actions eg. 
resending the command file, editing the command file, 
regenerating the command file etc. 
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1.3 THE COMING ENVIRONMENT FOR SERVICE PROVISION 
The current operation environment is now facing two 
significant changes. The first one is the upgrade to LAN 
environment. Under the LAN environment, the task of command 
sending will be performed by the communication servers. 
After successful generation of command files ,the operators 
make use of the command sending program (CS) to place the 
command files in the schedule queue or immediate queue 
depending on the request. As the command files may contain 
commands for different switching units, the command sending 
program (CS) will break down these files into per switching 
unit basis and will place them in the pending queues. The 
communication servers will automatically scan these pending 
queues to retrieve the command files for sending. 
The communication server will be responsible for managing 
the sending queue by retrieving command files from the 
sending queue on a first come first serve basis with the 
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scheduled files as the first priority. During the sending 
process, the communication server will capture the 
responses from the switching unit and determine whether the 
command sending is accepted or not. The successful commands 
will be captured in the command log file. Whereas, the 
failed commands will be captured in the error log together 
with the returned error codes. After the placement of the 
command files in the sending queue, the operator has to 
periodically check whether command log or error log is 
available in order to determine whether the command sending 
is completed. If error log is found, the operator has to 
analyse the error codes, identify the problem, rectify the 
faults and resend the corrected command files. This process 
is repeated until all commands are successfully sent. 
Another major change to the user environment is the 
introduction of the new mainframe system. The new mainframe 
system is to be developed to integrate all existing 
mainframe systems and databases pertinent to customer 
services, for instance the billing system, service order 
processing system, fault complaints processing system etc. 
After the new system is brought into production, the 
service order handling operators will have to retrieve 
service request information from the mainframe system 
instead of hardcopy orders. The operators have to login the 
mainframe system, assign the outstanding orders, enquire 
the service order details, analyse the service request 
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requirements, make use of the CG program to generate 
appropriate exchange commands, and send these commands via 
the communication servers. The operator also has to monitor 
the command logs and error logs until all commands are 
successfully sent. After it is confirmed that all commands 
pertinent to the service order are successfully sent, the 
operator has to report to the mainframe system that the 
order is completed. It marks the completion of a service 
order. 
As the requirements of service launch is ever-changing, the 
mainframe system will also have to be enhanced to cater for 
the new services. However, it may not be cost effective in 
changing the mainframe system especially when it will have 
impact to its basic design. Hence, some alternatives 
involving special handling or manual procedures are 
formulated to tackle the expectional cases. Each of the 
operators has to be trained to familiarize with these 
special procedures. This will be a difficult task in an 
environment with many operators. 
1.4 THE ROLE OF THE ASSISTANT SYSTEM 
It is observed that the operator acts as the interface 
between the mainframe system and the exchange system in the 
process of service order handling. The CG program and the 
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communication server are the tools for the operator to 
handle these tasks. The operator should have knowledge in:-
a. Accessing the mainframe system to assign as well as 
enquire the service orders, and to report completion 
to the mainframe system after completion of 
processing. 
b. Interpreting the service request details, identify the 
special cases and verify the validity of service 
requirements. 
c. Using the CG program to generate command files. 
d. Using the communication server to send command files 
and to monitor the status of command sending. 
e. Analysing the error logs returned by switching system 
and take appropriate actions. 
In view of the intelligence involved in network service 
management, an intelligent assistant [4] is developed to 
assist the operations of the operator. The objectives of 
the assistant are summarized below:-
a. To interpret the service order information retrieved 
from the mainframe system and to identify the service 
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requirements. 
b. To analyse the feasibility of the requests. 
c. To interface with the CG program in generation of 
command files. 
d. To interface with the communcation server in command 
sending to switching unit. 
e. To communicate with host systems in retrieving 
information eg. service orders 
The host system is planned to be brought into 
production in end 93 and the design of the 
interface will be devised. 
1.5 OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS 
In chapter 2, the overall design of the intelligent 
assistant system will be described, and the components of 
the system [1] will be introduced. Basically, it includes 
the inference engine, the knowledge bases, the command 
generator, user interface and host computer interface. 
In chapter 3, the design of the knowledge base will be 
discussed in more details. The object-attribute structure 
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[11] and the exclusive list will be explained. 
In chapter 4, the design of the inference engine [1] will 
be discussed in more details. The inferencing process by 
backward chaining will be described. Moreover, the 
construction of rules in the knowledge base will be 
introduced. 
In chapter 5, the implementation and development of the 
intelligent assistant system [11] will be discussed. The 
data structure of the knowledge base will be described. In 
addition, the operation of both manual mode and automatic 
mode are described in details. 
In chapter 6, the operation of the system will be reviewed. 
Further extensions of the system will be discussed. 
Moreover, it will generalize the application of intelligent 
assistant system in other operation environments. 
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2. OVERALL DESIGN 
The system will be developed using techniques in knowledge 
base engineering [3]. The schematics of the system is shown 
in Figure F1. Basically, the system is composed of five 
components [1] and they are the inference engine, the 
knowledge base, the user interface, the host interface and 
the command generator. 
The central control of the system is the inference engine 
and it will make use of the knowledge base and some source 
information to handle the service requests. The relevant 
source information are:-
a. Service information file (SIF) 
This file will contain the details of the service 
request eg. the service number, the features, the 
service required etc. The detailed file structure 
is shown in table T1. 
b. Mapping of command file parameters to SIF fields 
(SIF _PRF. MAP) 
This file will contain details of field mapping 
from command ~le parameters to SIF fields~pe 
"J.~ ~ ~ r~t'hIt. r'z:~ n ",-",,""~p( 
system will make use of this mapping fil s to 
generate command files base on service 
information file. The file structure is shown in 
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table T3 and the database contents are shown in 
table T4. 
The inference engine will make use of the knowledge bases 
to retrieve the service information file, to call the CG 
program, and to generate work code file (WCF) as well as 
command files (CMF). 
a. Work code file (WCF) 
This file will contain individual feature codes 
and parameters for the command generator (CG) to 
produce appropriate exchange commands. 
b. Command file (CMF) 
This file will contain relevant exchange commands 
and are ready to be transmitted to the switching 
system. 
Then, the inference engine will call the command sending 
program (CS) to queue the command file for sending. After 
the placement of queue entries, the inference engine will 
make use of the knowledge base to check the status of 
command sending. Actually, the status monitoring is 
performed based on the logging results:-
13 
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The loggings will compose of a number files and they 
are the command log (CMDLOG) which contains all 
successfully sent commands; the error log (ERRLOG) 
which contains all rejected commands and their 
associated error codes; and the queue files (QUEUE.IMM 
and QUEUE.SCH) which store the pending command files. 
Since their are two queues ie. immediate and schedule 
queues, two files are created to store the pending 
entries. 
2.1 INFERENCE ENGINE 
The inference engine is built using the backward chaining 
approach [11] and a user interface is provided for the user 
to communicate with the inference engine. Moreover, an 
automatic mode is provided to allow the system running on 
its own and to perform the tasks of a terminal operator. 
2.2 KNOWLEDGE BASES 
A number of knowledge bases are built for handling the 
service requests. Firstly, a knowledge base (CHK_SIF) is 
maintained for the analysis of SIF retrieved from host 
system. The inference engine will base on the knowledge 
base to check for the feasibility of service combination. 
The listing of knowledge base is shown in appendix Al. 
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Secondly, another knowledge base (CHK_WCF) is maintained 
for the identification of work codes in accordance to the 
information given by the SIF. The listing of knowledge base 
is shown in appendix A2. 
Thirdly, a knowledge base (CHK_SND) is maintained for the 
monitoring of command sending by the communication server. 
This knowledge base will provide information for 
determination of re-sending or alerting user for 
communication port failure. The listing of knowledge base 
is shown in appendix A3. 
2.3 COMMAND GENERATOR 
The command generator is basically composed of two 
components. The first one i~ the work code file generator 
and the second one is t be command file generator. 
-
The work code file generator is responsible for the 
generation of work code files based on the work codes 
identified by the inference engine. 
Whereas, the command generator is responsible for the 
generation of exchange commands based on some pre-defined 
command formats. Two reference files are needed for the 
definition of the command formats. The first one is 
parameter reference file (PRF) sequence 
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of parameters required for a particular command. The second 
one is the command reference file (CRF) which defines the 
actual command format and the exact position of the 
parameters. 
2.4 USER INTERFACE 
The user interface will be provided for the user to enquire 
the ~urrent s t atus of the s~stem; to enquire the status o~ 
I di 'd 1 I lnVl ua s e r V1ce reque sts; to update the knowledge bases; 
and to manually process those excep tionaJ ca ses c .~~o~be 
handled by the system. 
2.5 HOST INTERFACE 
Since the host will only be available in end 1993, only the 
prototype of the host interface will be considered in this 
project. In general, an automated host interface should be 
built by the API (application programming interface) 
programming languages to allow the inference engine to 
perform the fundamentally tasks:-
a. Logging in and off the system 
b. Select appropriate screen 
c. Capture relevant data from selected screen 
d. Creating the service information file (SIF) 
e. Uploading data to the host system 
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f. Monitoring the status of the host system 
In the prototype of the assistant system, the access to 
host is emulated by prompting script statements and the 
retrieval of service information is emulated by user input. 
For the automatic running mode, the system will start from 
the point of host access emulation to finally the 
completion of service request 
successfully to the exchange. 
17 
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3. KNOWLEDGE BASE DESIGN 
The design of the knowledge base is a simple description of 
objects and attributes [11]. Any objects will have a name 
and a number of attributes associated with it. The 
structure of the knowledge base is as follows:-
OBJECT-1 -->ATTRIBUTE-1, ATTRIBUTE-2, ... ,ATTRIBUTE-N1 
OBJECT-2 -->ATTRIBUTE-1, ATTRIBUTE-2, ... ,ATTRIBUTE-N2 
OBJECT-m - - > ATTRIBUTE-1, ATTRIBUTE-2, ... ,ATTRIBUTE-Nm 
The object may be a condition or an action. The object will 
be asserted if all of its attributes are confirmed. The 
confirmation process may be a query to the user or an 
automated action initiated by the system. Each of the 
object may be one of the attributes of another object. This 
will allow the creation of class and sub-class 
relationship. 
Besides the lists of object-attribute relations, a number 
of exclusive lists are created and they provide more 
intelligence or information to the inference engine. It can 
minimize the number of non-sense queries gen~by the 
inference engine In case t~ a~ attribute in the 
exclusive list is asserted, the other membe~ attributes 
will be recognised by the inference engine as ' ' r~j ected 
'\ 
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attributes. Therefore, the inference engine will not 
continue to check for the validity of those attributes 
which were already inferred as impossible. 
The structure of the exclusive list is similar to the 
object-attribute list and is as follows:-
__ --------------..-1 
TYPE-1 --> ATTRIBUTE-1, ATTRIBUTE-2, ... ,ATTRIBUTE-N1 
TYPE-2 --> ATTRIBUTE-1, ATTRIBUTE-2, ... ,ATTRIBUTE-N2 
TYPE-m --> ATTRIBUTE-1, ATTRIBUTE-2, ... ,ATTRIBUTE-Nm 
During the inference process, the system will check for 
each object in turn and verify their attributes. In the 
manual mode, the system will ask the user whether the 
attribute matches current condition. Then it will base on 
the information given by the user to determine whether the 
currently examined object is valid. The process will 
continue until all objects are examined or the termination 
object, designated by 'end', is encountered. 
In the automatic mode, the system will be running on its 
own. The system will have the basic abilities to check for 
the attributes or conditions. It will check for each object 
for their appropriateness. After the assertion of an 
object, the system may take an action or change the current 
19 
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state of the environment. In other words, the object may be 
an action for the system to take or an assertion of a 
condition. 
In order to allow the user to manipulate the knowledge 
base, three basic functions are provided. The first one is 
the editing of the knowledge base; the second one is the 
saving of the knowledge base; and the third one is the 
loading of the knowledge base. 
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4. INFERENCE ENGINE DESIGN 
The major part of the system is the inference engine which 
controls the reasoning and actions of the system. In this 
system, 's chosen since all 
the conditions or attributes require the system taking 
initiative to retrieve and it is impossible to have all the 
available information before any conclusions. 
The backward chaining inference engine starts with a 
hypothesis or object and check for all the attributes by 
asking questions or retrieving information. If any of the 
condition or attribute is rejected, the object will be 
rej ected also and the remaining at tributes will be not 
examined again. Then, another object is selected for 
examination. The process will be continued until all 
objects are examined or a termination object, ie. 'end', is 
encountered. 
In the design of the system, some intelligence has to be 
built in the system to avoid the stupidness. The 
intelligence are summarised as follows:-
i. The system should memorize those already asked 
~uestion~and answers, and should not repeat asking 
the same question. 
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ii. The system should not waste time on examination of 
those objects with rejected attributes. 
iii. The system should have the ability to explain its 
reasoning to user in the manual mode. In other words, 
it should explain why it asks a certain question at 
the point of query. This could allow the user to 
-
verify the accuracy of the knowledge base . 
.... 
Basically, the inference engine is a rule-based expert 
system. The simple design of object to attribute 
relationship allows the construction of complex IF-THEN 
rules. The different combinations of conditions can be 
constructed as follows:-
i. IF cond-l AND cond-2 THEN action-l 
Object Attributes 
action-l cond-l, cond-2 




For the AND condition, the IF-THEN rule is simply 
constructed by putting the conditions as the attributes of 
the object. 
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For the OR condition, special treatment is required to 
prevent the duplicatio~ of executing action-l. This is 
implemented in the system by maintaining a short term 
memory on the already fired rules and those already 
executed actions. Thus, the above example for OR condition 







cond-2, no action-l 
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5. IMPLEMENTATION 
5.1 SYSTEM DESIGN 
The central control of the system is the inference engine. 
Different knowledge bases will be maintained to guide the 
system. Basically, three functions ie. data entry, file 
save and file loading will be provided. 
The system will be provided with two modes of operations. 
The first one is the manual mode in which the user will be 
communicating with the system. The system will take the 
initiative to ask for meaningful questions and base on the 
information given by the user to infer the solution. 
In the automatic mode, the system will find out the 
answsers on its own instead of asking questions from user. 
Then it will base on the conditions found to take 
appropriate actions. 
In order to allow the system to have the ability to verify 
the conditions and take actions, some fundamental interface 
functions will be provided for the system. 
5.2 KNOWLEDGE BASE MAINTENANCE 
Three basic functions will be provided for the user to 
24 
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manipulate the knowledge base. The first one is the editing 
function in which the user will be asked for the name of 
the object and then followed by its attributes. The number 
of attributes to the object is unlimited except by the 
memory size of the system. The attribute list with variable 
sizes is implemented by the linked list structure. In the 
system, both the object name and attribute name are limited 
to fourty characters and are stored in arrays. The 
structure of the knowledge records is as follows:-
object ptr ~ object name [30] 










The second function is the saving of knowledge base. The 
user has to specify the name of the knowledge base and the 
system will save the knowledge base list and the exclusive 
list with defaulted extensions as '.KBS' and '.EXL' 
respectively. 
On the other hand, the user may select to load a knowledge 
base from the system. Similarly, it is required to input 
the file name of the knowledge base. After the loading of 
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knowledge base, . the user may edit the contents of the 
knowledge base by selecting the editing function. 
5.3 MANUAL MODE 
In manual mode, the system will be communicating with user 
by asking yes-no questions. The system will select objects 
from the knowledge base starting the first array element 
which stores the name of the object and its attributes. If 
the knowledge base is loaded from the knowledge base file, 
the first element will be the one at the top of the file. 
After selecting an object, the system will try to examine 
its attributes by reviewing the already obtained answers or 
by asking questions to user. In order to memorize the 
obtained answers, the system will maintain a list of 
asserted attributes and a list of rejected attributes. The 
system will firstly check against the list of rejected 
attributes. If the currently examined object contains any 
of the rejected attributes, it will be skipped to avoid 
wasting time in examining the impossible solution. 
If the currently examined object does not contain any 
rejected attributes, the system will check whether all the 
attributes of the object are already asserted. If yes, the 
object will be one of the answers and the user can select 
for further search. If no, the system will ask the user to 
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confirm the remaining attributes. If any of the attributes 
is rejected, the rejected attribute will be added to the 
rejection list and the verification of the current object 
will be stopped. Then another object is retrieved for 
examination until all objects are processed. 
~+ . 
Moreover, the user can ask the system why a particular 
question is asked. The system will tell the user the 
current state of processing ie. the name of the obj ect 
under examination, the currently asserted attributes and 
the currently rejected attributes. Besides, the rejected 
obj ects and their associated reasons of rej ection are 
listed out. In order to accomplish the reasoning process, 
an array of rejected object is maintained in the system 
with structure as follows:-
rejected object [n] . name [30] 
. attrib [30] 
The array subscript 'n' is the maximum number of objects in 
the system. The name is the rejected objects' name and the 
attrib is the rejected attribute that the object contains. 
5.4 AUTOMATIC MODE 
In the automatic mode, the system will be running on its 
own and verify all attributes by taking initiatives to 
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retrieve information. In order to allow the system to run 
on its own, some fundamental interface functions will be 
provided to the system to communicate with the host system, 
the communication server, and the command generator. 
However, an alert message will be prompted to ask for help 
from the user in case of any situations cannot be handled 
by the system alone. 
After the automatic mode is selected, the system will start 
to login the host system to retrieve the service 
information by the pre-defined script language. Then, it 
will make use of the knowledge base (CHK_SIF) to check the 
validity of service information. If the service information 
is verified correct, it will load another knowledge base 
(CHK_WCF) to identify the work codes required. After the 
identification of work code, the system will call the work 
code file generator to generate the corresponding work code 
file (WCF). If the work code file generation is successful, 
the system will call the command file generator to generate 
the command files based on the work code file. 
After command file generation, the system will call the 
command sending program (CS) to place the command file in 
the sending queue. Then, the system will load the 
knowledge base (CHK_SND) to monitor the status of command 
sending. If the sending is successfully completed, it will 
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reconnect to the host system to report completion. 
This process will continue until the user breaks-in or the 
system has identified problems that cannot be solved by the 
knowledge base of the system. 
5.5 INTERFACE FUNCTIONS 
In the manual mode, the user can select the interface 
functions to retrieve service information, to generate work 
code files, to generate command files, and to send the 
command files. 
In the manual mode, the user can select ~ each of the 
interface functions. Then, the system will ask for the 
corresponding file name and the file extensions are 
defaulted for the specific type of source file, where 
'.SIF' for service information file, '.WCF' for work code 
file and' .CMF' for command file. 
In the automatic mode, the system will call the interface 
functions automatically. The system will make use of the 
host interface function to login the host system, to 
retrieve information from the host system, and to generate 
the service information file (SIF). In the prototype 
system, the data capture is emulated by user input. 
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Moreover, the system will make use of the command generator 
interface functions to call the command generator to 
generate work code files and command files. Lastly, the 
system will make use of the communication server interface 
functions to place the command files to the sending queue. 
30 
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The prototype of 
the 
the intelligent 
feasibility of demonstrates 
engineering techniques to assist 
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assistant system 
applying knowledge 
the operators in 
management of network services. The inference engine and 
knowledge bases can provide consultancy to the operators in 
handling daily operations. In turn, it train~ uE the 
op~~s through the dialogues be~ween ~he operators aQd 
t~ intelligent~assistant sysS em. 
To move a further step, the intelligent assistant system 
can run on its own to access other external systems ie. 
host mainframe system and digital switching systems in 
management of network services. However, some pre-
requisites are required before the system can emulate the 
the terminal operators' work. 
The first one is that the system should be provided with 
some fundamental abilities to verify the conditions of the 
rules in the knowledge base. In this project, some 
functions in interpreting the service information is 
provided. 
Secondly, the system should be provided with basic 
functions to access other related external systems to 
exchange information. The intelligent assistant system for 
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network service management can have access to some script 
programs to interface to the mainframe host system. 
Moreover, the system can call the command generator program 
to generate the work code files and command files. Besides, 
the system can call the command sending program to queue 
the command files to the communication servers for sending 
to the switching systems. After the placement of queue 
entry, the system can monitor the status of command sending 
by checking some special directories and files (refers to 
knowledge base CHK_SND) . 
Regarding the construction of knowledge base for the 
intelligent system, careful planning of rule sequence 
should be considered. Since the system always starts 
inferencing from the first rule, the sequence of the rules 
would affect the efficiency of the inferencing process. 
Therefore, the rules should be sequenced such that it is in 
line with the experts' thoughts. In other words, the most 
~
probable solutions should ~ placed~op of~e rule 
, -' ~ '-./ 
list . 
............. ------
The intelligent assistant system not only demonstrates the 
feasibility of applying knowledge engineering techniques in 
network services management. The application of intelligent 
assistant system [4] in terminal operator environment can 
be extended to any mainframe environment [9] in which the 
terminal operators require much intelligence in handling 
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exceptional cases due to incapabilities in mainframe 
systems. The intelligent assistant system can be used as an 
efficient training tool to the train up the terminal 
operators to handle daily operations. 
Moreover, if all the rules in terminal operations are 
clearly defined, the intelligent assistant system can be 
provided with some abilities to verify the conditions so as 
to emulate the operators in handling daily operation. This 
can guarantee the consistency in handling exceptional 
cases. 
In conclusion, the application of intelligent assistant 
system provides another efficient alternative, besides 
modification in mainframe system, in coping with new or 
------------
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Tl. STRUCTURE iOF SERVICE INFORMATION FILE (SIF) 
T2. STRUCTURE OF WORK CODE FILE (WCF) 
T3. STRUCTURE OF MAPPING FILE (SIF_PRF.MAP) 







Structure for database:, * .SI F 
Number of data records: 1 
Date of last update : ·03/27/93 
Field Field Name Type Width Dec Index 
1 ORDER_ID Character 12 
2 TYPE Character 1 
3 STATUS Character 1 
4 ACTIVIT I ES Chara~ter 3 
5 ORDER_RMKS Character 
6 ACT_NO Character 3 
7 SR_DATE Character 4 
8 SR_TIME Character 4 
9 TP_DAT Character 8 
10 ACTV_RMKS Character 
11 SERV_NO Character 12 
12 EXCH_ID Character 6 
. 13 EQPT_NO Character 12 
14 RLTD_SN Character 12 
15 PILT_NO Character 12 
16 BBG_NO Character 7 
17 FR_SERV_NO Character 12 
18 FR_EXCH_ID Character 6 
19 FR_EQPT_NO Character 12 
20 FR_RLTD_SN Character 12 
21 FR_PILT_NO Character 12 
22 FR_BBG_NO Characte'r 7 
23 FEAT01 Character 4 
24 FEAT02 Character 4 
25 FEAT03 Character 4 
26 FEAT04 Chara!=ter 4 
27 FEAT05 Character 4 
28 FEAT06 Character 4 
29 FEAT07 Character 4 
30 FEAT08 Character 4 
31 FEAT09 Character 4 
32 FEAT10 Character 4 
33 FEAT01_ACT Character 
34 FEAT02_ACT Character 
35 FEAT03_ACT Character 
36 FEAT04_ACT Character 1 
37 FEAT05_ACT Character 1 
38 FEAT06_ACT Character 
39 FEAT07_ACT Cha'racter 
40 FEAT08_ACT Character 
41 FEAT09_ACT Character 
42 FEAT10_ACT Character 
43 WCF01 Character 4 
44 WCF02 Character 4 
45 WCF03 Character 4 
46 WCF04 Character .4 
47 WCF05 Character 4 
48 WCF06 Character 4 
49 WCF07 Character 4 
50 WCF08 Character 4 
51 WCF09 Character 4 
52 WCF10 Character 4 
.... Total .... 251 
Structure for database: ;*. WCF 
Number of data records: I 
Date of last update 03/27/93 
Field Field Name Type Width Dec Index 
1 SO_NO Character 8 
2 SERV_CODE Character .4 
3 P01 Character 15 
4 P02 Character 15 
5 P03 Character 15 
6 P04 Character 15 
7 P05 Character 15 
8 P06 Character 15 
9 P07 Character 15 
10 P08 Character 15 




13 P11 Character 15 
14 P12 Character 15 
15 P13 Character 15 
16 P14 Character 15 
17 P15 Character 15 
18 EXCHUN IT Character 6 
19 FILE_VER Character 4 
20 RLU Character 6 
21 RECNUMBER Numeric 5 
** Total ** 259 
j. 
I . 
," .. I.~ '. 
Structure for database: SIF _PRF .MAP 
Number of data records: 742 
Date of last update 03/29/93 
Field Field Name Type \Jidth Dec Index 
1 P_NAME Character 10 
2 TYPE Character 1 
3 \JIDTH Numeric 2 
4 \JCF Character 4 
5 ORDER_TYPE Character 
6 TP_DAT Character 8 
7 FEAT1 Character 4 
8 ACT1 Character 
9 FEAT2 Character 4 
10 ACT2 Character 1 
11 FEAT3 Character 4 
12 ACT3 Character 1 
13 SIF_FIELD Character 10 
** Total ** 52 
SIF_PRF DATABASE RECORDS 
Record# P_NAME TYPE WIDTH WCF SIF_FIELD 
408 ON C 8 1078 SERV_NO 
409 EN (O/N) C 1 1078 FR_EQPT_NO 
410 NEW EN C 13 1078 EQPT_NO 
411 Re-jp (Y) C 1 1078 
412 CABLE CODE C 2 1078 
413 CABLE PAIR C 4 1078 
273 ON C 8 3140 SERV_NO 
274 EL C 10 3140 EQPT_NO 
275 CABLE CODE C 2 3140 
276 CABLE PAIR C 4 3140 
277 100 (Y) C 1 3140 
278 PBC.PH.(Y) C 1 3140 
279 OG ONLY(N) C 1 3140 
617 ON C 8 3141 SERV_NO 
618 EL C 
619 CARD TYPE C 
620 CABLE CODE C 
621 CABLE PAIR C 
622 100 (Y) C 
280 ON C 
281 EL C 
282 CABLE CODE C 
283 CABLE PAIR C 
284 100 (Y) C 
285 EMGCCT (N) C 
286 PBC.PH.(Y) C 
287 OG ONLY(N) C 
79 ON C 
80 ON C 
77 ON C 
78 ABI8/30/38 C 
46 ON C 
47 ABI10/20 C 
439 ON C 
440 ABI8\30\38 C 
441 AON C 
442 ABB.FUN(N) C 
443 FO.DN.LOC C 







104 ACCESS ON C 
105 BBG NO C 
727 ON C 
728 M-PF (Y) C 
729 H-PF (Y) C 
730 DNB C 
731 PASSWORD C 
732 CCS (Y/N) C 
733 DCWT (Y/N) C 
734 FP.EXT.(Y) C 
735 PROJECT C 
173 ON C 
174 CFON C 
175 TIMMING C 
176 OTHER EXON C 
168 ON C 
169 CFON C 
170 OTHER EXON C 
162 ON C 
163 CFION C 
164 CB.EXT.(Y) C 
165 OTHER EXON C 
558 ON C 
559 CHANGE (Y) C 
560 NEW NUMBER C 





8 3142 SERV_NO 







8 7AB1 SERV_NO 
8 7AB2 SERV_NO 
8 7AB3 SERV_NO 
2 7AB3 
. 8 7ABA SERV_NO 
2 7ABA 





8 7ACB SERV_NO 
8 7AOA SERV_NO 
8 7AOC SERV_NO 
8 7APS SERV_NO 
8 7ATC 
7 7ATC BBG_NO 
8 7BMG SERV_NO 
1 7BMG 
1 7BMG 






8 7CA3 SERV_NO 
8 7CA3 RLTO_SN 
2 7CA3 
1 7CA3 
8 7CBA SERV_NO 
8 7CBA RLTO_SN 
1 7CBA 
8 7CSI SERV_NO 
8 7CBI RLTO_SN 
1 7CBI 
1 7CSI 
8 7CSN FR_SERV_NO 
1 7CBN 
86 ON C 8 7CCG SERV_NO i 
82 ON C 8 7CFV SERV_NO .... 
657 ON C 8 7CHO SERV_NO 
511 ON C 8 7CHT SERV_NO 
512 HTYPECS/C) C 1 7CHT 
513 RCVL CN) C 1 7CHT 
514 PILOT ON C 8 7CHT PllT_NO 
515 SPLlT(2/3) C 1 7CHT 
516 100 CY) C 1 7CHT 
157 ON C 8 7CI3 SERV_NO 
158 CFION C 8 7CI3 RLTO_SN 
159 T1MMING C 2 7CI3 
160 CB. EXT. CV) C 1 7CI3 
161 OTHER EXON C 1 7CI3 
271 ON C 7 7CMD SERV_NO 
272 END ON C 8 7CMD 
123 ON C 8 7CMK SERV_NO 
124 CODE 1 C 3 7CMK 
125 CODE 2 C 3 7CMK 
126 CODE 3 C 3 7CMK 
127 CODE 4 C 3 7CMK 
128 CODE 5 C 3 7CMK 
129 CODE 6 C 3 7CMK 
130 CODE 7 C 3 7CMK 
131 CODE 8 C 3 7CMK 
132 7CMK CV) C 1 7CMK 
681 ON C 8 7CPU SERV_NO 
682 OWNERCV/N) C 1 7CPU 
683 OWNER ON C 8 7CPU 
660 ON C 8 7CTA SERV_NO 
658 ON C 8 ?CWC SERV_NO 
83 ON C 8 7CWT SERV NO 
215 ON C 7 7DLC SERV_NO 
216 END ON C 8 7DLC 
641 EXCH UNIT C 6 7DLE EXCH_ID 
642 EN C 13 7DLE EQPT_NO 
643 END EN C 13 7DLE 
87 ON C 8 7DND SERV_NO 
146 EXCH UNIT C 6 7DPA EXCH_ID 
147 BG NO/NAME C 7 7DPA BBG_NO 
148 DIAL PLAN C 1 70PA 
149 PF CY/N) C 1 70PA 
415 THT ADN C 8 7DPM 
416 HHT ADN C 8 7DPM 
417 KWG AON C 8 70PM 
418 MBGID NO C 5 70PM 
419 DIAL PLAN C . 1 70PM 
420 THTN06 BG C 7 7DPM 
421 HHTN05 BG C 7 7DPM 
422 KWGN06 BG C 7 7DPM 
423 AT.CS.HOST C 3 7DPM 
424 CONSOLE ON C 8 7DPM RLTO_SN 
659 ON C 8 70RG SERV_NO 
88 ON C 8 7DTM SERV_NO 
89 OTMF CN) C 1 ?DTM 
288 ON C 8 70UR SERV_NO 
289 ONB C 7 70UR RLTO_SN 
290 OCWT CV) C 1 70UR 
291 OCFV CY) C 1 70UR 
260 ON C 8 7FRA SERV_NO 
680 ON C 8 7FRC SERV_NO 
661 ON C 8 7FRO SERV_NO 
664 ON C 8 7FRT SERV_NO 
483 ON C 8 7HOT SERV_NO 
484 ONB C 7 7HOT RLTO_SN 
485 OGO.LL CV) C 1 7HOT 
509 ON C 8 71BO SERV_NO 
133 ON C 8 71CO SERV_NO 
84 ON C 8 7100 SERV_NO 
85 BILL NOCV) C 1 7100 
487 ON C 8 7INT SERV_NO i 
488 OLD IN C 5 71NT .... 
489 NEW IN C 5 71NT 
490 BG NO/NAME C 7 71NT BBG_NO 
90 ON C 8 7ISA SERV_NO 
91 PASS\.IORD C 4 7ISA 
94 ON c 8 71SM SERV_NO 
92 ON c 8 7ISN SERV_NO 
93 PASSWORD C 4 7ISN 
445 ON C 8 7JSC SERV_NO 
446 7IDO (V) C 1 7JSC 
447 7C\.IT (V) C 7JSC 
448 7CFV (V) C 7JSC 
449 7APS (V) C 7JSC 
450 7AB2110/20 C 2 7JSC 
451 7CCG (V) C 1 7JSC 
452 7DNO (V) C 1 7JSC 
453 7ISN (PS\.I) C 4 7JSC 
454 7ISM (V/N) C 1 7JSC 
108 ON C 8 7LRV SERV_NO 
145 ON C 8 70GI SERV_NO 
144 ON C 8 70GO SERV_NO 
654 EXCH UNIT C 6 7PBO EXCH_IO 
655 START BG C 7 7PBO 
656 END BG C 8 7PBO 
588 ON C 8 7PCF SERV_NO 
589 CFON C 8 7PCF RLTO_SN 
590 Re-jp (V) C 1 7PCF 
591 CABLE CODE C 2 7PCF 
592 CABLE PAIR C 4 7PCF 
414 ON C 8 7PRS SERV_NO 
644 ON C 7 7PSO SERV_NO 
645 END ON C 8 7PSO 
171 ON C 8 7RAC SERV_NO 
172 PASS\.IORO C 4 7RAC 
166 ON C 8 7SER SERV_NO 
167 SERON C 8 7SER RlTO_SN 
259 ON C 8 7SRA SERV_NO 
444 ON C 8 7SRC SERV_NO 
663 ON C 8 7SRO SERV_NO 
665 ON C 8 7SRT SERV_NO 
650 ON C 8 7SVI SERV_NO 
651 DCWT (V) C 1 7SVI 
652 DCFV (V) C 1 7SVI 
524 ON C 8 7TOS SERV_NO 
13 ON C 8 ADEL SERV_NO 
14 EL C 10 ADEL EQPT_NO 
15 CABLE CODE C 2 ADEL 
16 CABLE PAIR C 4 ADEL 
316 ON C 8 BCTH SERV_NO 
317 7CFV (V) C 1 BCTH 
318 ABI8\30\38 C 2 BCTH 
65 ON C 8 BCTP SERV_NO 
66 O\.lNER (N) C 1 BCTP 
67 OWNER ON C 7 BCTP 
68 ABI8\30\38 C 2 BCTP 
69 7CWT (V) C 1 BCTP 
623 ON C 8 BCTQ SERV_NO 
624 7APS (N) C 1 BCTQ 
625 7ACB (N) C BCTQ 
626 7CHO (N) C BCTQ 
627 7CWC (N) C BCTQ 
628 7DND (N) C BCTQ 
629 ABI8/30/38 C 2 BCTQ 
630 7DRG (N) C 1 BCTQ 
631 7CTA CN) C BCTQ 
632 7CCG (N) C BCTQ 
633 7ADC (N) C BCTQ 
634 7FRT (N) C BCTQ 
635 7SRT (N) C BCTQ 
636 7FRO (N) C 1 BCTQ 
637 7SRO (N) C 1 BCTQ 
'a.. 
491 ON C 8 BCTR SERV_NO 
492 7cPU (N) C 1 BCTR 
493 OWNER (N) C 1 BCTR 
494 OWNER ON C 7 BCTR 
495 7CA3 (N) C 1 BCTR 
496 7CI3 (N) C BCTR 
497 7CBA (N) C BCTR 
498 7CBI (N) C BCTR 
499 7SER (N) C . 1 BCTR 
500 7CFV (N) C 1 BCTR 
501 7RAC (N) C 1 BCTR 
502 7ISA (N) C 1 BCTR 
503 PASSWORD C 4 BCTR 
504 CFON C 7 BCTR 
505 TIMMING C 2 BCTR 
541 ON C 8 BCTS SERV_NO 
542 7CWC (Y) C 1 BCTS 
543 ABI8/30/38 C 2 BCTS 
544 OWNER(Y/N) C 1 BCTS 
545 OWNER ON C 7 BCTS 
546 7CA3 (Y) C 1 BCTS 
547 7CI3 (Y) C BCTS 
548 7CBA (Y) C BCTS 
549 7CBI (Y) C BCTS 
550 7SER (Y) C BCTS 
551 7RAC (Y) C BCTS 
552 7ISA (Y) C BCTS 
553 PASSWORD C 4 BCTS 
554 CFDN C 7 BCTS 
555 TIMMING C 2 BCTS 
70 ON C 8 BDEL SERV_NO 
71 EL C 10 BOEL EQPT_NO 
72 CABLE CODE C 2 BDEL 
73 CABLE PAIR C 4 BDEL 
506 ON C 8 BFAS SERV_NO 
507 7CWT (N) C 1 BFAS 
508 7CFV (N) C 1 BFAS 
211 ON C 8 CDEL SERV_NO 
212 EL C 10 CDEL EQPT_NO 
213 CABLE CODE C 2 CDEL 
214 CABLE PAIR C 4 CDEL 
521 EXCH UNIT C 6 CDPA EXCH_ID 
522 BG NO/NAME C 7 COPA BBG_NO 
523 DIAL PLAN C 1 CDPA 
381 ON C 8 DAB2 SERV_NO 
510 ON C 8 DABB SERV_NO 
579 ON C 8 DACB SERV_NO 
202 ON C 8 DADA SERV_NO 
578 ON C 8 DADC SERV_NO 
205 ON C 8 DAPS SERV_NO 
257 EXCH UNIT C 6 DATC EXCH_ID 
258 BBG NO C 7 DATC BBG_NO 
266 ON C 8 DBFA SERV_NO 
267 7CWT (V) C 1 DBFA 
268 7CFV (Y) C 1 DBFA 
269 7APS (V) C 1 DBFA 
270 7AB1 (Y) C 1 DBFA 
246 ON C 8 DBMG SERV_NO 
247 DNB C 7 DBMG RLTD_SN 
248 7CWT (Y) C 1 DBMG 
249 7AB2(Y/10) C 2 DBMG 
250 7CFV (Y) C 1 DBMG 
251 7APS (Y) C DBMG 
252 7DND (Y) C DBMG 
253 71SA (Y) C 1 DBMG 
254 7ISM (V) C DBMG 
255 PASSWORD C 4 DBMG 
256 PROJECT C 4 DBMG 
228 ON C 8 DCA3 SERV_NO 
222 ON C 8 DCBA SERV_NO 
425 ON c 8 DCBI SERV_NO 
426 CFBL CY) C 1 DCBI 
204 ON C 8 DCCG SERV_NO 
206 ON C 8 DCFV SERV_NO 
427 ON C 8 DCHD SERV_NO 
428 DN C 8 DCI3 SERV_NO 
429 CFDA (Y) C 1 DCI3 
602 ON C 8 DCMK SERV_NO 
603 CODE C 3 DCMK 
604 CODE 2 C 3 DCMK 
605 CODE 3 C 3 DCMK 
606 CODE 4 C 3 DCMK 
607 CODE 5 C 3 DCMK 
608 CODE 6 C 3 DCMK 
609 CODE 7 C 3 DCMK 
610 CODE 8 C 3 DCMK 
611 DCMK CY) C 1 DCMK 
526 ON C 8 DCNI SERV_NO 
527 EN C 10 DCNI EQPT_NO 
528 Re-jp (Y) C 1 DCNI 
529 CABLE CODE C 2 DCNI 
530 CABLE PAIR C 4 DCNI 
430 ON C 8 DCPU SERV_NO 
431 OWNER(Y/N) C 1 DCPU 
432 OWNER ON C ' 8 OCPU PLTD_NO 
433 ON C 8 DCTA SERV_NO 
434 ON C 8 DCWC SERV_NO 
435 7CWT (Y) C 1 DCWC 
207 ON C 8 DeWT SERV_NO 
27 DNA C 8 DOEL SERV_NO 
28 DNB C 8 DDEL RLTD_SN 
29 EL C 10 DDEL EQPT_NO 
30 CABLE CODE C 2 DDEL 
31 CABLE PAIR C 4 DDEL 
208 ON C 8 DOND SERV_NO 
314 EXCH UNIT C 6 DOPA 
315 BG NO/NAME C 7 DOPA BBG_NO 
708 THT AON C 8 OOPM 
709 HHT ADN C 8 ODPM 
710 KWG AON C 8 ODPM 
711 DIAL PLAN C 1 DOPM 
712 THTN06 BG C 7 DD PM 
713 HHTNOS BG C 7 DDPM 
714 KWGN06 BG C 7 DDPM 
715 AT.CS.HOST C 3 DDPM 
436 ON C 8 DDRG SERV_NO 
593 ON C 8 DOUR SERV_NO 
594 DNB C 7 DOUR RLTD_SN 
595 7CWT CY) C 1 DOUR 
596 7CFV (Y) C 1 DOUR 
597 ENCH (N) C 1 DOUR 
688 HHT ADN C 8 DHHT 
689 DIAL PLAN C 1 OHHT 
690 HHTN05 BG C 7 DHHT 
691 AT.CS.HOST C 3 OHHT 
486 ON C 8 DHOT SERV_NO 
106 ON C 8 DIBD SERV_NO 
107 100 CY) C 1 olBo 
653 ON C 8 olCO SERV_NO 
209 ON C 8 0100 SERV_NO 
210 oIS.BN.(Y) C 1 0100 
261 ON C 8 DISA SERV_NO 
262 PASSWORD C 4 DISA 
263 ON C 8 DISM SERV_NO 
264 ON C 8 DISN SERV_NO 
265 PASSWORD C 4 DISN 
292 ON C 8 DJSC SERV_NO 
293 0100 CY) C 1 DJSC 
294 DCWT (V) C DJSC 
295 DCFV (V) C DJSC 
296 DAPS (V) C DJSC 
297 DAB2 (V) C DJSC 
298 DCCG (V) C DJSC 
299 DDND (V) C DJSC 
300 DISN (PSW) C 4 DJSC 
301 DISM (V/N) C 1 OJSC 
242 KWG ADN C 8 DKWG 
243 DIAL PLAN C 1 DKWG 
244 KWGN06 BG C 7DKWG 
245 AT.CS.HOST C 3 DKWG 
234 OLD ON C 8 ONCH FR_SERV_NO 
235 NEW ON C 8 ONCH SERV_NO 
236 OWNER (N) C 1 ONCH 
237 OWNER ON C 7 ONCH 
238 IN C 5 ONCH 
239 100 (V) C 1 ONCH 
240 HTVPE(S/C) C 1 ONCH 
241 SER.AS.ON C 7 ONCH 
470 ON C 8 ONML SERV_NO 
742 ON C 8 OOGO SERV_NO 
517 ON C 8 OPCF SERV_NO 
518 Re-jp (V) C 1 OPCF 
519 CABLE CODE C 2 OPCF 
520 CABLE PAIR C 4 OPCF 
437 ON C 8 OPRS SERV_NO 
438 ON C 8 ORAC SERV_NO 
557 ON C 8 OSER SERV_NO 
638 ON C 8 OSVI SERV_NO 
639 7CWT (V) C 1 OSVI 
640 7CFV (V) C 1 DSVI 
716 THT AON C 8 OTHT 
717 DIAL PLAN C 1 DTH1 
718 THTN06 BG C 7 OTHT 
719 AT.CS.HOST C 3 OTHT 
525 ON C 8 OTOS SERV_NO 
134 ON C 8 EOEL SERV_NO 
135 EL C 10 EOEL EQPT_NO 
136 CARD TVPE C 1 EOEL 
137 CABLE CODE C 2 EOEL 
138 CABLE PAIR C 4 EOEL 
139 NEAX CARD C o EOEL 
140 TVPE->A,B C o EDEL 
141 FETEX CARD C o EOEL 
142 TVPE->F,G, C o EDEL 
143 H,I,O,N C o EDEL 
193 ON C 8 ENCH SERV_NO 
194 EN C 10 ENCH EQPT_NO 
195 CARD TVPE C 1 ENCH 
196 PROJECT C 4 ENCH 
197 CABLE CODE C 2 ENCH 
198 CABLE PAIR C 4 ENCH 
199 100 CV) C 1 ENCH 
200 7CWT (V) C 1 ENCH 
201 7CFV (V) C 1 ENCH 
9 ON C 8 FDEL SERV_NO 
10 EL C 10 FDEL EQPT_NO 
11 CABLE CODE C 2 FDEL 
12 CABLE PAIR C 4 FDEL 
561 ON C 8 GDEL SERV_NO 
562 EL C 10 GDE\.. EQPT_NO 
563 CARD TVPE C 1 GDEL 
564 CABLE CODE C 2 GDEL 
565 CABLE PAIR C 4 GOEL 
566 PROJECT C 4 GDEL 
567 7CWT (V) C 1 GDEL 
568 7CFV (V) C GDEl 
569 7CCG CV) C GDEL 
570 7APS CV) C GDEL 
571 7DND CV) C 1 GDEL 
572 7AB2110/20 C 2 GDEL 
556 ON C 8 GROU SERV_NO 
17 DNA C 8 HDEL SERV_NO 
18 DNB C 8 HDEL RLTD_SN 
19 EL C 10 HDEL EQPT_NO 
20 CABLE CODE C 2 HDEL 
21 CABLE PAIR C 4 HDEL 
692 HHT ADN C 8 HHTM 
693 THT ADN C 8 HHTM 
694 KWG ADN C 8 HHTM 
695 MBGID NO C 5 HHTM 
696 DIAL PLAN C 1 HHTM 
697 HHTN05 BG C 7 HHTM 
698 AT.CS.HOST C 3 HHTM 
699 CONSOLE ON C 8 HHTM 
5 ON C 8 IDEL SERV_NO 
6 EL C 10 IDEL EQPT_NO 
7 CABLE CODE C 2 IDEL 
8 CABLE PAIR C 4 IDEL 
109 ON C 8 JDEL SERV_NO 
110 EL C 10 JDEL EQPT_NO 
111 CARD TYPE C 1 JDEL 
112 CABLE CODE C 2 JDEL 
113 CABLE PAIR C 4 JDEL 
114 7100 CY) C 1 JDEL 
115 7CWT (V) C JDEL 
116 7CFV (Y) C JDEL 
117 7CCG (Y) C JDEL 
118 7APS (V) C JDEL 
119 7DND (V) C JDEL 
120 7AB2110/20 C 2 JDEL 
121 71SN (PSW) C 4 JDEL 
122 7ISM (Y/N) C 1 JDEL 
612 ON C 8 KDEL SERV NO 
613 EL C 10 KDEL EQPT_NO 
614 CARD TYPE C 1 KDEL 
615 CABLE CODE C 2 KDEL 
616 CABLE PAIR C 4 KDEL 
700 KWG ADN C 8 KWGM 
701 HHT ADN C 8 KWGM 
702 THT ADN C 8 KWGM 
703 MBGID NO C 5 KW GM 
704 DIAL PLAN C 1 KWGM 
705 KWGN06 BG C 7 KWGM 
706 AT.CS.HOST C 3 KWGM 
707 CONSOLE ON C 8 KWGM 
22 DNA C 8 MDEL SERV_NO 
23 DNB C 8 MDEL RLTD_SN 
24 EL C 10 MDEL EQPT_NO 
25 CABLE CODE C 2 MDEL 
26 CABLE PAIR C 4 MDEL 
330 ON C 8 OCHN SERV_NO 
331 EL C 10 OCHN EQPT_NO 
332 CARD TYPE C . 1 OCHN 
333 CABLE CODE C 2 OCHN 
334 CABLE PAIR C 4 OCHN 
335 PILOT NO C 7 OCHN PILT_NO 
336 BBG NO C 7 OCHN BBG_NO 
337 IN C 5 OCHN 
338 MEMBER ON C 7 OCHN 
339 DP (S/I ) C 1 OCHN 
340 100 (Y) C 1 OCHN 
341 OWNER ON C 7 OCHN 
302 ON C 8 OCHP SERV_NO 
303 EL C 10 OCHP EQPT_NO 
304 CARD TYPE C 1 OCHP 
305 CABLE CODE C 2 OCHP 
306 CABLE PAIR C 4 OCHP 
307 BBG NO C 7 OCHP BBG_NO 
308 IN C 5 OCHP 
i-
309 MEMBER ON C 7 OCHP 
310 OP CS/I ) C 1 OCHP 
311 CPU CV) C OCHP 
312 100 CV) C OCHP 
313 HTVPECC/U) C OCHP 
355 ON C 8 OCHS SERV_NO 
356 EL C 10 OCHS EQPT_NO 
357 CARD TYPE C lOCHS 
358 CABLE CODE C 2 OCHS 
359 CABLE PAIR C 4 OCHS 
360 PILOT NO C 8 OCHS PILT_NO 
361 BBG NO C 7 OCHS BBG_NO 
362 IN C 5 OCHS 
363 MEMBER ON C 7 OCHS 
364 OP CS/I) C lOCHS 
365 100 CV) C lOCHS 
366 OWNER ON C 7 OCHS 
319 ON C 8 OCHU SERV_NO 
320 EL C 10 OCHU EQPT_NO 
321 CARD TVPE C 1 OCHU 
322 CABLE CODE C 2 OCHU 
323 CABLE PAIR C 4 OCHU 
324 BBG NO C 7 OCHU BBG_NO 
325 IN C 5 OCHU 
326 MEMBER ON C 7 OCHU 
327 OP CS/I ) C 1 OCHU 
328 CPU CY) C 1 OCHU 
329 100 CV) C 1 OCHU 
184 ON C 8 OCTO SERV_NO 
185 CABLE CODE C 2 OCTO 
186 CABLE PAIR C 4 OCTO 
187 OWNER CN) C 1 OCTO 
188 OWNER ON C 7 OCTO 
189 IN C 5 OCTO 
190 100 CV) C 1 OCTO 
191 7CWT (V) C 1 OCTO 
192 EL C 10 OCTO EQPT_NO 
390 ON C 8 OCTH SERV_NO 
391 CABLE CODE C 2 OCTH 
392 CABLE PAIR C 4 OCTH 
393 HTVPECS/C) C 1 OCTH 
394 100 CY) C 1 OCTH 
395 7CFV (V) C OCTH 
396 OWNER (N) C OCTH 
397 OWNER ON C 7 OCTH 
398 IN C 5 OCTH 
399 EL C 10 OCTH EQPT_NO 
36 ON C 8 OCTN SERV_NO 
37 EL C 10 OCTN EQPT_NO 
38 CABLE CODE C 2 OCTN 
39 CABLE PAIR C 4 OCTN 
40 BBG NO C 7 OCTN BBG_NO 
41 IN C 5 OCTN 
42 MEMBER ON C 7 OCTN 
43 OP CS/I) C 1 OCTN 
44 100 CV) C 1 OCTN 
531 ON C 8 aCTS SERV_NO 
532 CABLE CODE C 2 aCTS 
533 CABLE PAIR C 4 aCTS 
534 PILOT ON C 7 aCTS PILT_ON 
535 SPlITC2/3) C 1 OCTS 
536 100 CV) C 1 OCTS 
537 OWNER (N) C 1 OCTS 
538 OWNER ON C 7 OCTS 
539 IN C 5 OCTS 
540 EL C 10 aCTS EQPT_NO 
95 ON C 8 OCTT SERV_NO 
96 EL C 10 OCTT EQPT_NO 
97 CARD TVPE C 1 aCTT 
98 CABLE CODE C 2 OCTT i· 
99 CABLE PAIR C 4 OCTT 
100 BBG NO C 7 OCTT BBG_NO 
101 IN C 5 OCTT 
102 MEMBER ON C 7 OCTT 
103 DP CS/I) C 1 OCTT 
1 ON C 8 ODEL SERV_NO 
2 El C 10 OOEl EQPT_NO 
3 CABLE CODE C 2 OOEL 
4 CABLE PAIR C 4 ODEL 
666 ON C 8 OOTC SERV_NO 
667 CABLE CODE C 2 OOTC 
668 CABLE PAIR C 4 OOTC 
669 BBG NO e 7 OOTe BBG_NO 
670 IN e 5 OOTe 
671 MEMBER ON C 7 OOTC 
672 OP (S/I ) e . 1 OOTe 
673 100 CY) e . 1 OOTe 
674 ABI8/30/38 e 2 OOTe 
675 7CWT (Y) e 1 OOTe 
676 OWNER (N) e 1 OOTe 
677 OWNER ON e 7 OOTe 
678 REC.PDNCY) C 1 OOTe 
679 EL e 10 OOTe EQPT_NO 
342 ON C 8 OOTH SERV_NO 
343 CABLE CODE C 2 OOTH 
344 CABLE PAIR e 4 OOTH 
345 BBG NO C ·7 OOTH BBG_NO 
346 IN e 5·00TH 
347 MEMBER ON e 7 OOTH 
348 OP CS/I) C 1 OOTH 
349 HTYEls/c/u e 1 OOTH 
350 IDO (Y) e 1 OOTH 
351 ABI8/30/38 C 2 OOTH 
352 7CFV CY) C 1 OOTH 
353 7epu (Y) C 1 OOTH 
354 EL C 10 OOTH EQPT_NO 
367 ON C 8 OOTN SERV_NO 
368 CABLE CODE C 2 OOTN 
369 CABLE PAIR C 4 OOTN 
370 BBG NO C 7 OOTN BBG_NO 
371 IN C 5 OOTN 
372 MEMBER ON C 7 OOTN 
373 OP (S/I) C 1 OOTN 
374 PILOT ON C 7 OOTN PILT_ON 
375 SPllT(2/3) C 1 OOTN 
376 100 (Y) C 1 OOTN 
377 ABI8/30/38 C 2 OOTN 
378 7CFV (Y) C 1 OOTN 
379 OWNER ON C 7 OOTN 
380 El C 10 OOTN EQPT_NO 
382 ON C 8 OOTP SERV_NO 
383 CABLE CODE C 2 OOTP 
384 CABLE PAIR C 4 OOTP 
385 HTYPEI SIC C 1 OOTP 
386 100 CY) C 1 OOTP 
387 7CFV CY) C ODTP 
388 0IS7CWTCY) C OOTP 
389 SP.MlHN C 4 OOTP 
400 ON C 8 OOTS SERV_NO 
401 CABLE CODE C 2 OOTS 
402 CABLE PAIR C 4 OOTS 
403 PILOT ON C 7 OOTS PILT_ON 
404 SLIPT(2/3) C 1 OOTS 
405 IDO (Y) C OOTS 
406 0IS7CFV(Y) C OOTS 
407 0IS7CWT(Y) C OOTS 
177 ON C 8 OHNP SERV_NO 
178 EL C 8 OHNP EQPT_NO 
179 CARD TYPE C 1 OHNP 
180 CABLE CODE C 
181 CABLE PAIR C 
182 PILOT ON C 
183 COMGEN (N) C 
53 ON C 
54 El C 
55 CARD TYPE C 
56 CABLE CODE C 
57 CABLE PAIR C 
48 ON C 
49 EL C 
50 CARD TYPE C 
51 CABLE CODE C 
52 CABLE PAIR C 
463 ON C 
464 CABLE CODE C 
465 CABLE PAIR C 
466 100 CY) C 
467 7cWT CY) C 
468 7CFV CY) C 
469 7CCG CY) C 
58 ON C 
59 EL C 
60 CARD TYPE C 
61 CABLE CODE C 
62 CABLE PAIR C 
63 PILOT ON C 
64 COMGEN (N) C 
32 ON C 
33 El C 
34 CABLE CODE C 
35 CABLE PAIR C 
229 ON C 
230 BBG NO C 
231 Re-jp(Y/N) C 
232 CABLE CODE C 
233 CABLE PAIR C 
150 ON C 
151 CABLE CODE C 
152 CABLE PAIR C 
74 ON C 
75 CABLE CODE C 





686 CABLE CODE C 
687 CABLE PAIR C 
720 ON C 
721 Re-jp(Y/N) C 
722 CABLE CODE C 
723 CABLE PAIR C 
724 OWNER eN) C 
725 OWNER ON C 
726 IN C 
471 EXCH UNIT C 
472 START BG C 
473 END BG C 
474 PROJECT C 
479 EXCH UNIT C 
480 START MH C 
481 END MH C 
482 PROJECT C 
646 EXCH UNIT C 
647 STAR EN C 
648 END EN C 
649 NEW CD.TYE C 
217 EXCH UNIT C 
218 START EN C 
219 END EN C 
220 PROJECT C 
2 OHNP 
4 OHNP 
8 OHNP PllT_ON 
1 OHNP 
8 OHNS SERV_NO 




8 OHUN SERV_NO 











8 OSNP SERV_NO 






8 OTPT SERV_NO 
10 OTPT EQPT_NO 
2 ' OTPT 
4 OTPT 
8 RCVC SERV_NO 




8 RCVJ SERV_NO 
2 RCVJ 
4 RCVJ 
8 RCVl SERV_NO 
2 RCVl 
4 RCVL 




























221 CARD TYPE C 1 RLCF t 
573 EXCH UNIT C 6 RLCM 
574 START EN C 10 RLCM 
575 END EN C 10 RLCM 
576 PROJECT C 4 RLCM 
577 CARD TYPE C 1 RLCM 
598 EXCH UNIT C 6 RLCQ 
599 STAR EN C 10 RLCQ 
600 END EN C 10 RLCQ 
601 PROJECT C 4 RLCQ 
580 EXCH UNIT C 6 RLCR 
581 STAR EN C 10 RLCR 
582 END EN C 10 RLCR 
583 PROJECT C 4 RLCR 
223 EXCH UNIT C 6 RLCS 
224 EN C 10 RLCS EQPT_NO 
225 END EN C 10 RLCS 
226 PROJECT C 4 RLCS 
227 CARD TYPE C 1 RLCS 
736 EXCH UNIT C 6 RLCV 
737 START EN C 10 RLCV 
738 END EN C 10 RLCV 
739 PRO. FOR OD C 4 RLCV 
740 PRO. FOR N\.I C 4 RLCV 
741 CARD TYPE C 1 RLCV 
153 EXCH UNIT C 6 RRBG 
154 START BG C 4 RRBG 
155 END BG C 4 RRBG 
156 PROJECT C 4 RRBG 
475 EXCH UN IT C 6 RRMH 
476 START MH C 4 RRMH 
477 END MH C 4 RRMH 
478 PROJECT C 4 RRMH 
584 EXCH UNIT C 6 RRTJ 
585 CABLE CODE C 2 RRTJ 
586 STAR PAIR C 4 RRTJ 
587 END PAIR C 4 RRTJ 
455 THT ADN C 8 THTM 
456 HHT ADN C 8 THTM 
457 KWG ADN C 8 THTM 
458 MBGID NO C 5 THTM 
459 DIAL PLAN C 1 THTM 
460 THTN06 BG C 7 THTM 
461 AT.CS.HOST C 3 THTM 
462 CONSOLE ON C 8 THTM 
APPENDICES 
Al. KNOWLEDGE BASE LIST FOR FEATURE ANALYSIS (CHK_SIF) 
A2. KNOWLEDGE BASE LIST FOR WORK CODE INTERPRETATION (CHK_WCF) 
A3. KNOWLEDGE BASE LIST FOR FILE SENDING MONITORING (CHK_SND) 
A4. A SAMPLE RUN OF THE SYSTEM 
KNOWLEDGE BASE LIST: CHK_SIF.KBS 
Object: only 70GO allowed for PPAY 
Attribute: not only 70GO 
Attribute: TEL/PPAY 
Object: only 70GO allowed for RPAY 
Attribute: not only 70GO 
Attribute: TEL/RPAY 
Object: 7SER only allowed for CITN 
Attribute: 7SER 
Attribute: not TEL/CITN 
Object: 7AB1 only allowed for CITN 
Attribute: 7AB1 
Attribute: not TEL/CITN 
Object: 7ADC only allowed for CITN 
Attribute: 7ADC 
Attribute: not TEL/CITN 
Object: 7CHD only allowed for CITN 
Attribute: 7CHD 
Attribute: not TEL/CITN 
Object: 7cPU only allowed for CITN 
Attdbute: 7CHD 
Attribute: not TEL/CITN 
Object: 7CFI only allowed for CITN 
Attribute: 7CFI 
Attribute: not TEL/CITN 
Object: 7CBI only allowed for CITN 
Attribute: 7CBI 
Attribute: not TEL/CITN 
Object: 7CDI only allowed for CITN 
Attribute: 7CDI 
Attribute: not TEL/CITN 
Object: 70GO+7SER not allowed 
Attribute: 70GO 
Attribute: 7SER 
Object: 70GO+7CWT not allowed 
Attribute: 70GO 
Attribute: 7CWT 
Object: 70GO+7ADC not allowed 
Attribute: 70GO 
Attribute: 7ADC 
Object: 70GO+7CFV not allowed 
Attribute: 70GO 
Attribute: 7CFV 
Object: 70GO+7CBA not allowed 
Attribute: 70GO 
Attribute: 7CBA 
Object: 70GO+7CDA not allowed 
Attribute: 70GO 
Attribute: 7CDA 
Object: 70GO+7CPU not allowed 
Attribute: 70GO 
Attribute: 7CPU 
Object: 70GO+7APS not allowed 
Attribute: 70GO 
Attribute: 7APS 
Object: 70GO+7CFI not allowed 
Attribute: 70GO 
Attribute: 7CFI 
Object: 70GO+7CBI not allowed 
Attribute: 70GO 
Attribute: 7CBI 
Object: 70GO+7coI not allowed 
Attribute: 70GO 
Attribute: 7CoI 
Object: 70GO+7ARC not allowed 
Attribute: 70GO 
Attribute: 7ARC 
Object: 7DCN only allowed for CITN 
Attribute: 7DCN 
Attribute: not TEl/CITN 
Object: 70GO+7DCN not allowed 
Attribute: 70GO 
Attribute: 7DCN 
Object: 70GO+7C~C not allowed 
Attribute: 70GO 
Attribute: 7C~C 
Object: 7ICO+7AB1 not allowed 
Attribute: 71CO 
Attribute: 7AB1 
Object: 7ICO+7AB2 not allowed 
Attribute: 71CO 
Attribute: 7AB1 
Object: 7ICO+7CCG not allowed 
Attribute: 71CO 
Attribute: 7CCG 
Object: 7ICO+7ADC not allowed 
Attribute: lICO 
Attribute: 7AoC 
Object: 7ICO+7CTA not allowed 
Attribute: 71CO 
Attribute: 7CTA 
Object: 7ICO+7CHD not allowed 
Attribute: 71CO 
Attribute: 7CHo 
Object: 7ICO+7CFV not allowed 
Attribute: 71CO 
Attribute: 7CFV 
Object: 7ICO+7CPU not allowed 
Attribute: 71CO 
Attribute: 7CPU 
Object: 7ICO+7ISN not allowed 
Attribute: 71CO 
Attribute: 7ISN 
Object: 7ICO+7ACB not allowed 
Attribute: 71CO 
Attribute: 7ACB 
Object: 7ICO+7HTS not allowed 
Attribute: 71CO 
Attribute: 7HTS 
Object: 7ICO+7HOT not allowed 
' Attribute: 7ICO 
Attribute: 7HOT 
Object: 7ICO+7APS not allowed 
Attribute: 71CO 
Attribute: 7APS 
Object: 7ICO+7DNO not allowed 
Attribute: 71CO 
Attribute: 70NO 
Object: 7ICO+7RAC not allowed 
Attribute: 71CO 
Attribute: 7RAC i , ' 
Object: 7ICO+7CFI not allowed 
Attribute: 71CO 
Attribute: 7CFI 
Object: 7ICO+7ARC not allowed 
Attribute: 71CO 
Attribute: 7ARC 
Object: 7ICO+7CWC not allowed 
Attribute: 71CO 
Attribute: 7CWC 
Object: 7SER+7CBA not allowed 
Attribute: 7SER 
Attribute: 7CBA 
Object: 7SER+7CBI not allowed 
Attribute: 7SER 
Attribute: 7CB1 
Object: 7AB2 requires 7AB1 
Attribute: 7AB2 
Attribute: not 7AB1 
Object: 7CCG+7AOC not allowed 
Attribute: 7CCG 
Attribute: 7ADC 
Object: 7CCG+7CTA not allowed 
Attribute: 7CCG 
Attribute: 7CTA 
Object: 7ADC+7CTA not allowed 
Attribute: 7ADC 
Attribute: 7CTA 
Object: 7CFV+7CFI not allowed 
Attribute: 7CFV 
Attribute: 7CFI 
Object: 7CBA+7CBI not allowed 
Attribute: 7CBA 
Attribute: 7C81 




Object: 7CPU+7HOT not allowed 
Attribute: 7CPU 
Attribute: 7HOT 
Object: 7DCN+7HOT not allowed 
Attribute: 70CN 
Attribute: 7HOT 
Object: 7HTS+7HOT not allowed 
Attribute: 7HTS 
Attribute: 7HOT 
Object: 7HOT+7APS not allowed 
Attribute: 7HOT 
Attribute: 7APS 
Object: 7HOT+70NO not allowed 
Attribute: 7HOT 
Attribute: 70NO 
Object: 7HOT+7ARC not allowed 
Attribute: 7HOT 
Attribute: 7ARC 
Object: 7HOT+7CWC not allowed 
Attribute: 7HOT 
Attribute: 7CWC 
Object: 70GO not allowed for HUN 
Attribute: 70GO 
Attribute: 7HUN 
Object: 7ICO+7MBG not al~owed 
Attribute: 71CO 
Attribute: 7MBG 
Object: 70GO+7MBT not allowed 
Attribute: 70GO 
Attribute: 7MBT 
Object: 7ICO+7S00 not allowed 
Attribute: 71CO 
Attribute: 7S00 
Object: 7SER not for aux MLH ON 
Attribute: 7SER 
Attribute: not 7MHP 
Attribute: 7HUN 
Object: 7CWT not allowed for HUN 
Attribute: 7CWT 
Attribute: 7HUN 
Object: 7CWT+7MBT not allowed 
Attribute: 7CWT 
Attribute: 7MBT 
Object: 7CFV not for aux ·MLH ON 
Attribute: 7CFV 
Attribute: not 7MHP 
Attribute: 7HUN 
Object: 7CBA not for aux MLH ON 
Attribute: 7CBA 
Attribute: not 7MHP 
Attribute: 7HUN 
Object: 7CDA not for aux ON 
Attribute: 7CDA 
Attribute: not 7MHP 
Attribute: 7HUN 
Object: 7DNO not allowed for HUN 
Attribute: 70NO 
Attribute: 7HUN 
Object: 70NO+7MBT not allowed 
Attribute: 70NO 
Attribute: 7MBT 
Object: 7RAC not for aux MLH ON 
Attribute: 7RAC 
Attribute: 7HUN 
Attribute: not 7MHP 
Object: 7CFI not for aux MLH ON 
Attribute: 7CFI 
Attribute: 7HUN 
Attribute: not 7MHP 
Object: 7CBI not for aux MLH ON 
Attribute: 7CBI 
Attribute: 7HUN 
Attribute: not 7MHP 
Object: 7COI not for aux MLH ON 
Attribute: 7COI 
Attribute: 7HUN 
Attribute: not 7MHP 
Object: 7ARC not allowed for HUN 
Attribute: 7ARC 
Attribute: 7HUN 
Object: 7ARC+7MBT not allowed 
Attribute: 7ARC 
Attribute: 7MBT 
Object: 7CWC not allowed for HUN 
Attribute: 7CWC 
Attribute: 7HUN 
Object: 7CWc+7MBT not allowed 
Attribute: 7CWC 
Attribute: 7MBT 
Object: 7NOT+7CHD not allowed 
Attribute: 7NOT 
Attribute: 7CHO 
Object: 7NOT+7CFV not allowed 
Attribute: 7NOT 
Attribute: 7CFV 
Object: 7NDT+7CPU not allowed 
Attribute: 7NOT 
Attribute: 7CPU 
Object: 7NOT+7ISN not allowed 
Attribute: 7NOT 
Attribute: 7ISN 
Object: 7NDT+7ACB not allowed 
Attribute: 7NOT 
Attribute: 7ACB 
Object: 7NOT+7APS not allowed 
Attribute: 7NOT 
Attribute: 7APS 
Object: 7NDT+7DND not allowed 
Attribute: 7NDT 
Attribute: 7DND 
Object: 7NDT+7RAC not allowed 
Attribute: 7NDT 
Attribute: 7RAC 
Object: 7NDT+7ARC not allowed 
Attribute: 7NDT 
Attribute: 7ARC 
Object: 7NDT+7cwc not allowed 
Attribute: 7NDT 
Attribute: 7CWC 
Object: 7ADA not allowed for PPAY 
Attribute: 7ADA 
Attribute: TEL/PPAY 
Object: 7ADA not allowed for RPAY 
Attribute: 7ADA 
Attr~bute: TEL/RPAY 
Object: 70UR not allowed for PPAY 
Attribute: 70UR 
Attribute: TEL/PPAY 
Object: 70UR not allowed for RPAY 
Attribute: 70UR 
Attribute: TEL/RPAY 
EXCLUSIVE LIST: CHK_SIF.EXL 
Kind: TP/OAT 
Exclusive attribute: TEL/OEL 
Exclusive attribute: TEL/HUN 
Exclusive attribute: TEL/CITN 
Exclusive attribute: TEL/PPAY 
Exclusive attribute: TEL/RPAY 
Exclusive attribute: TEL/NCR 
Kind: 7AB1 
Exclusive attribute: 7AB1 
Exclusive attribute: not 7AB1 
Kind: 7MHP 
Exclusive attribute: 7MHP 
Exclusive attribute: not 7MHP 
Kind: TEL/CITN 
Exclusive attribute: TEL/CITN 
Exclusive attribute: not TEL/CITN 
Kind: only 70GO 
Exclusive attribute: only 70GO 
Exclusive attribute: not only 70GO 









Attribute: not 7AB2-1 


























































Attribute: 70NO- I 
Object: 70PAa 





Obj ect: 7DRG 
Attribute: 70RG-I 
Object: 70TMa 




Attribute: 70UR- I 
Object: 7FRA 







Attribute: not 7FRT-I 
Object: 7FRT 
Attribute: 7FRT-I 




















Attribute: not 7IDD-I 
Object: 7PCF 




Attribute: 7RAC-I ,. 
Object: 7SER 









Attribute: not 7SRT-I 
Object: 7SRT 
Attribute: 7SRT-I 





















































Attribute: 7DUR- I 
Attribute: not 7CWT-I 
Attribute: not 7CFV-I 




































Attribute: not 70UR- I 
Attribute: not 7C\.JT-I 
Attribute: not 7CFV-1 
Object: ENCH 
Attribute: TYPE=C 




Attribute: not 70UR-I 




Attribute: not 7CFV-1 
Attribute: not 7C\.JT-I 
Attribute: not 7PRS- I 






Attribute: 7HUN- I 













Attribute: not 7CWT-1 
Attribute: not 7CFV-I 
Attribute: not 7DUR-1 































EXCLUSIVE LIST: CHK_WCF.EXL 
Kind: TYPE 
Exclusive attribute: TYPE=I 
Exclusive attribute: TYPE=C 
Exclusive attribute: TYPE=D 
Exclusive attribute: TYPE=T 
Exclusive attribute: TYPE=X 
Exclusive attribute: TYPE=M 
Kind: TP/OAT 
Exclusive attribute: TEL/OEL 
Exclusive attribute: TEL/HUN 
Exclusive attribute: TEL/CITN 
Exclusive attribute: TEL/RPAY 
'Exclusive attribute: TEL/PPAY 
Exclusive attribute: TEl/NCR 
Kind: HUNT TYPE 
Exclusive attribute: 7RGH-1 
Exclusive attribute: 7CRH-1 
Kind: TEl/CITN 
Exclusive attribute: TEl/CITN 
Exclusive attribute: not TEL/CITN 
Kind: 7AB2-1 
Exclusive attribute: 7AB2-I 
Exclusive attribute: not 7AB2-I 
Kind: 7CCN-I 
Exclusive attribute: 7CCN-I 
Exclusive attribute: not 7CCN-I 
Kind: 7FRT-I 
Exclusive attribute: 7FRT-I 
Exclusive attribute: not 7FRT-I 
Kind: 7F.RO- I 
Exclusive attribute: 7FRO-I 
Exclusive attribute: not 7FRO-1 
Kind: 7100- I 
Exclusive attribute: 7100-1 
Exclusive attribute: not 7100-1 
Kind: 7SRT-I 
Exclusive attribute: 7SRT-I 
Exclusive attribute: not 7SRT-I 
Kind: 7SRO-I 
Exclusive attribute: 7SRO-I 
Exclusive attribute: not 7SRO-I 
Kind: 7CFV-I 
Exclusive attribute: 7CFV-I 
Exclusive attribute: not 7CFV-I 
Kind: 7C'WT-I 
Exclusive attribute: 7C'WT-I 
Exclusive attribute: not 7CWT-I 
Kind: 70UR-I 
Exclusive attribute: 70UR-I 
Exclusive attribute: not 70UR-I 
Kind: 7PRS-I 
Exclusive attribute: 7PRS-I 
Exclusive attribute: not 7PRS-I 
Kind: 7MHP-I 
Exclusive attribute: 7MHP-I 
Exclusive attribute: not 7MHP-I 
Kind: 7HUN-1 
Exclusive attribute: 7HUN-I 
Exclusive attribute: not 7HUN-I 
KNOWLEDGE BASE LIST 
Object: pending in schedule queue 
Attribute: file name in QUEUE.SCH 
Object: pending in immediat~ queue 
Attribute: file name in QUEUE.IMM 
Object: port being held 
Attribute: exchange in SERV_MON dir 
Attribute: not file in SERV_MON dir 
Object: file being sent 
Attribute: file in SERV_MON dir 
Object: file successfully sent 
Attribute: file exist in CAPTURE dir 
Attribute: not file exist in ERR LOG dir 
Attribute: not file exist in SERV_MON dirt 
Attribute: loggings in CMDLOG file 
Object: file sending failed 
Attribute: file exist in ERRLOG dir 
Attribute: file exist in CAPTURE dir 
Attribute: not file exist in SERV_MON dir 
Object: re-send file 
Attribute: file sending failed 
Attribute: error code=015 
Object: check file 
Attribute: file sending failed 
Attribute: not error code = 015 
Object: end after re-send 
Attribute: re-send file 
Object: end after check file 
Attribute: check file 
Object: report completion to host 
Attribute: end after report completion 
EXCLUSIVE LIST 
Kind: SERV_MON 
Exclusive attribute: file in SERV_MON dir 
Exclusive attribute: not fire in SERV_MON dir 
Kind: CAPTURE 
Exclusive attribute: file exist in CAPTURE dir 
Exclusive attribute: not file exist in CAPTURE dir 
Kind: ERRLOG 
Exclusive attribute: file exist in ERRLOG dir 
Exclusive attribute: not file exist in ERRLOG dir 
# This sample run listing demonstrates the various functions for 
# the maintenance of knowledge base and the inferencing process 
# of the inference engine. ' 
# 
# The comments and descriptions are preceded by the symbol 1#1 
# to distinguish between screen layouts. 
# MAIN MENU OF THE SYSTEM 
********************************************************* 
* INTELLIGENT ASSISTANT * 
* (E) for editing oata in knowledge base * 
* (Q) for enquiry * 
* CL) for loading the knowledge base * 
* (S) for saving the knowledge base * 
* (B) for browsing the knowledge base * 
* (P) for printing the knowledge base * 
********************************************************* 
* FUNCTIONS FOR SERVICE MANAGEMENT * 
* (G) for getting service information file from host * 
* CA) for analyzing service information file * 
* (W) for generating work code file * 
* (C) for generating command file * 
* (N) for sending command file * 
* (R) for starting the self running system * 
* (X) for exit * 
********************************************************* 
Choose one: 
# SELECT TO LOAD THE KNOWLEDGE BASE 
********************************************************* 
* INTELLIGENT ASSISTANT * 
* (E) for editing data in knowledge base * 
* (Q) for enquiry * 
* (L) for loading the knowledge base * 
* (S) for saving the knowledge base * 
* (B) for browsing the knowledge base * 
* (P) for printing the knowledge base * 
********************************************************* 
* FUNCTIONS FOR SERVICE MANAGEMENT * 
* (G) for getting service information file from host * 
* (A) for analyzing service information file * 
* (W) for generating work code file * 
* (C) for generating command file * 
* (N) for sending command file * 
* (R) for starting the self running system * 
* (X) for exit * 
********************************************************* 
Choose one: L 
Input file name for knowledge base (no extn): CHK_SIF 
Loading knowledge base and exclusive attribute list ••• 
Press any key to continue 
# SELECT TO BROWSE THE KNOWLEDGE BASE 
********************************************************* 
* INTELLIGENT ASSISTANT 
* (E) for editing data in knowledge base 
* (Q) for enquiry 





* (S) for saving the knowledge base * 
* (B) for browsing the knowledge base * 
* (P) for printing the knowledge base * 
********************************************************* 
* FUNCTIONS FOR SERVICE MANAGEMENT * 
* (G) for getting service information file from host * 
* (A) for analyzing service information file * 
* (W) for generating work code file * 
* (C) for generating command file * 
* (N) for sending command file * 
* (R) for starting the self running system * 
* (X) for exit * 
********************************************************* 
Choose one: B 
Object: only 70GO allowed for RPAY 
Attribute: not only 70GO 
Attribute: TEL/RPAY 
More objects (Y/N) ?Y 
Object: 7SER only allowed for CITN 
Attribute: 7SER 
Attribute: not TEL/CITN 
More obj~cts (Y/N) ?Y 
Object: 7AB1 only allowed for CITN 
Attribute: 7AB1 
Attribute: not TEL/CITN 
More objects (Y/N) ?Y 
Object: 7ADC only allowed for CITN 
Attribute: 7ADC 
Attribute: not TEL/CITN 
More objects (Y/N) ?Y 
Object: 7CHD only allowed for CITN 
Attribute: 7CHD 
Attribute: not TEL/CITN 
More objects (Y/N) ?N 
Press any key to continue 
# SELECT TO EDIT THE KNOWLEDGE BASE 
********************************************************* 
* INTELLIGENT ASSISTANT * 
* (E) for editing data in knowledge base * 
* (Q) for enquiry * 
* (L) for loading the knowledge base * 
* (S) for saving the knowledge base * 
* (B) for browsing the knowledge base * 
* (P) for printing the knowledge base * 
********************************************************* 
* FUNCTIONS FOR SERVICE MANAGEMENT * 
* (G) for getting service information file from host * 
* (A) for analyzing service information file * 
* (W) for generating work code file * 
* (C) for generating command file * 
* (N) for sendi ng command f i le . * 
* (R) for starting the self ruhning.system * 
* (X) for exit * 
********************************************************* 
Choose one: E 
Object name: 7CHD only allowed for CITN 
Delete or· amend existing object (d/a) ? a 
Original attribute: 7CHD 
Enter new content or 1 _ 1 to del; 1*1 to abort; <CR> for no change 
Ori gi.ria l attribute: not TEL/CITN 
Enter new content or 1.1 to del; 1*1 to abort; <CR> for no change 
Enter new attributes (y/n): 
Edit lists of exclusive attributes (Y/N)? 
Press any key to continue 
# SELECT TO PRINT THE KNOWLEDGE BASE 
********************************************************* 
* INTELLIGENT ASSISTANT * 
* (E) for editing data in knowledge base * 
* (Q) for enquiry * 
* (L) for loading the knowledge base * 
* (S) for saving the knowledge base * 
* (B) for browsing the knowledge base * 
* (P) for printing the knowledge base * 
********************************************************* 
* FUNCTIONS FOR SERVICE MANAGEMENT * 
* (G) for getting service information file from host * 
* (A) for analyzing service information file * 
* (W) for generating work code file * 
* (C) for generating command file * 
* (N) for sending command file * 
* (R) for starting the self running system * 
* (X) for exit * 
********************************************************* 
Choose one: P 
Knowledge base listing is being saved to 'KBS.LISI. 
Generation of knowledge base listing is completed. 
Press any key to continue 
# SELECT TO START QUERY 
********************************************************* 
* INTELLIGENT ASSISTANT 






(Q) for enquiry 
(L) for loading the knowledge base 
(S) for saving the knowledge base 
(B) for browsing the knowledge base 









* FUNCTIONS FOR SERVICE MANAGEMENT 
* (G) for getting service information file from host 
* (A) for analyzing service information file 
* (W) for generating work code file 
* CC) for generating command file 
* (N) for sending command file 
* (R) for starting the self running system 




















not only 70GO ( <y>es,<n>o,<w>hy )?Y 
TEL/PPAY ( <y>es,<n>o,<w>hy )?N 
TEL/RPAY ( <y>es,<n>o,<w>hy )?N 
7SER ( <y>es,<n>o,<w>hy )?Y 
Current condition: not TEL/CITN ( <y>es,<n>o,<w>hy )?Y 
< 7SER only allowed for CITN > is asserted. 
continue?' (Y/N) : Y . 
Current condition: 7AB1 ( <y>es,<n>o,<w>hy )?Y 
< 7AB1'"nly allowed for CITN >is asserted. 
continue? (Y/N) : Y 
Current condition: 7ADC ( <y>es,<n>o,<w>hy )?Y 
< 7ADC only allowed for CITN > is asserted. 
continue? (Y/N) : Y 
Current condition: 7CHD ( <y>es,<n>o,<w>hy )?W 
Checking 7CHD only allowed for CITN 
Currently asserted conditions: ' 
not only 70GO 
7SER 
not TEL/CITN 
7SER only allowed for CITN 
7AB1 
7AB1 only allowed for CITN 
7ADC 
7ADC only allowed for CITN 
Currently rejected conditions: 
only 70GO 
TEL/PPAY 
only 70GO allowed for PPAY 
TEL/RPAY 
only 70GO allowed for RPAY 
TEL/CITN 
not 7AB1 
only 70GO allowed for PPAY is rejected because <TEL/PPAY > is a rejected conditi 
on which the object required. 
only 70GO allowed for RPAY is rejected because <TEL/RPAY > is a rejected conditi 
on which the object required. 
Current condition: 7CHD ( <y>es,<n>o,<w>hy )?Y 
< 7CHD only allowed for CITN > is asserted. 
continue? (Y/N) : N 
Press any key to continue 
# SELECT TO SAVE THE KNOWLEDGE BASE 
********************************************************* 
* INTELLIGENT ASSISTANT * 
* (E) for editing data in knowledge base * 
* (Q) for enquiry * 
* (L) for loading the knowledge base * 
* (S) for saving the knowledge base * 
* (B) for browsing the knowledge base * 
* (P) for printing the knowledge base * 
********************************************************* 
* FUNCTIONS FOR SERVICE MANAGEMENT * 
* (G) for getting service information file from host * 
* (A) for analyzing service information file * 
* (W) for generating work code file * 
* (C) for generating command file * 
* (N) for sending command file * 
* (R) for starting the self running system * 
* (X) for exit * 
********************************************************* 
Choose one: S 
Input file name for knowledge base (no extn): CHK_SIF 
Saving knowledge base and exclusive attribute list ••• 
Press any key to continue 
# This sample run demonstrates the interface functions for 
# network service management. 
# 
# The comments and descriptions are preceded by the symbol 1#1 
# to distinguish between screen layouts. 
# MAIN MENU 
********************************************************* 
* INTELLIGENT ASSISTANT * 
* (E) for editing data in knowledge base * 
* (a) for enquiry * 
* (L) for loading the knowledge base * 
* (S) for saving the knowledge base * 
* (B) for browsing the knowledge base * 
* (P) for printing the knowledge base * 
********************************************************* 
* FUNCTIONS FOR SERVICE MANAGEMENT * 
* (G) for getting service information file from host * 
* (A) for analyzing service information file * 
* (W) for generating work code file * 
* CC) for generating command file * 
* CN) for sending command file * 
* (R) for starting the self running system * 





SELECT INTERFACE FUNCTION TO RETRIEVE 
SERVICE REQUEST INFORMATION 
********************************************************* 
* INTELLIGENT ASSISTANT 
* (E) for editing data in knowledge base 
* CQ) for enquiry 
* (L) for loading the knowledge base 
* (S) for saving the knowledge base 
* (B) for browsing the knowledge base 









* FUNCTIONS FOR SERVICE MANAGEMENT 
* (G) for getting service information file from host 
* CA) for analyzing service information file 
* (W) for generating work code file 
* CC) for generating command file 
* (N) for sending command file 
* (R) for starting the self running system 









Choose one: G 
New service information file (without extention): TeST 
1 file(s) copied 
LOGGING IN TO HOST FILE SERVER ••• 
> SEND 'ATTACH FHKAOPS4/TNEC1G607 1 
> WAIT • Password: 1 
> SEND .******1 
> WAIT Iyou are attached to server FHKAOPS4 1 
START THE TERMINAL EMULATION 
> SEND 'MAPDRIVE' 
> WAIT 'Drive mapped I 
> SEND' I I : 1 
> WAIT 11:> I 
i , 
/ 
> SEND 'IBMDISpl 
LOGGING IN TO HOST SYSTEM 
> WAIT IPLEASE ENTER TRANSACTION REUEST:' 
> SEND IS ****** ******1 
> WAIT IENTER NEXT TASK CODE: I 
> SEND I DRAGON I 
SELECTING THE ORDER MONITORING FUNCTION 
> WAIT IDB990003 PLEASE MAKE A VALID SELECTIONI 
> ENTER [PF9] 
> WAIT 'DIALOG DDBDGNM2 1 
> ENTER [PF15] 
> WAIT 'ORDER MONITORING MAIN MENUI 
> ENTER [PF10] 
> WAIT 'MS930773 PLEASE ENTER WORKGP LOCATION ID AND SELECT AN OPTIONI 
> ENTER 1******1 
ASSIGNNING ORDERS 
> ENTER [TAB] 
> ENTER IUI 
> ENTER 10 1 
> ENTER [TAB] 
> ENTER 1******1 
> ENTER [PF13] 
> WAIT IDMSSORDLI 
> IF 'MS930791 NO ORDER FOUND I DISPLAYED THEN 
ENTER [CLEAR] 
GOTO ASSIGN_ORDER 
> ENTER [TAB] *9 
> ENTER 'XI 
> ENTER [CR] 
> WAIT IMS930750 ORDERS ASSIGNED' 
GETTING ORDER DETAILS 
> GET ORDER_NUMBER 
> ENTER [CLEAR] 
> WAIT IDMSSMENU' 
> ENTER ORDER_NUMBER 
> ENTER [PF10] 
> WAIT IDMSSODDMI 
> SEND [PF17] 
> WAIT 'DMSSNOFII 
Get SIF contents (emutatedby user input) ••. 
> Order No.: 1234567890 ' . 
> Type: I 
> Status: D 
> Activities: 002 
> Any Order Remarks (Y/N): N 
> Activity No.:001 
> Service Required Date: 0530 
> Service Required Time: 1200 
> TP/DAT :TEL/DEL 
> Any Activity Remarks (Y/N): N 
> Service Number: 6671234 
> Exchange ID: TPCN03 
> Equipment No.: 1111122222 
> Related Service No.: 
> Pilot No.: 
> BBG No.: 
> From Service No.: 
> From Exchange ID: 
> From Equipment No.: 
> From Related Service No.: 
> From Pi lot No.: 
> From BBG No.: 
> Actipn «I>n/<O>out): 




> Action «I>n/<O>out): 
> Feature 03: 
> Action «I>n/<O>out): 
REPEAT ASSIGNING ORDERS 
> ENTER [CLEAR]*2 
> WAIT 'OMSSMENU' 
> GOTO ASSIGN_ORDER 
Assigning pointers to data fields ••• 
Appending records ••• 
Press any key to continue 
# SELECT FUNCTION TO ANALYSE THE SIF 
********************************************************* 
* INTELLIGENT ASSISTANT * 
* (E) for editing data in knowledge base * 
* (Q) for enquiry * 
* (L) for loading the knowledge base * 
* (S) for saving the knowledge base * 
* (B) for browsing the knowledge base * 
* (P) for printing the knowledge base * 
********************************************************* 
* FUNCTIONS FOR SERVICE MANAGEMENT * 
* (G) for getting service information file from host * 
* CA) for analyzing service information file * 
* (W) for generating work code file * 
* (C) for generating command file * 
* (N) for sending command file * 
* (R) for starting the self 'running system * 
* (X) for exit * 
********************************************************* 
Choose one: A 
Input SIF filename (no ext~):TEST 
Assigning pointers to data fields ••• 
Reading fields •.• 
Loading knowledge base and exclusive attribute list ••• 
Checking TP/OAT: TEL/PPAY 
Checking TP/OAT: TEL/RPAY 
No (more) object(s) found 
Loading knowledge base and exclusive attribute list .•• 
< 7APS > is asserted. 
< 7CWC > is asserted. 
Checking type: TYPE=T 
Checking type: TYPE=C 
Checking type: TYPE=X 
Checking type: TYPE=I 
Checking TP/OAT: TEL/CITN 
Checking TP/OAT: TEL/OEL 
Checking TP/OAT: TEl/HUN 
No (more) object(s) found 
Press any key to continue 
# SELECT INTERFACE FUNCTION 
# TO GENERATE WORK, CODE FILE 
********************************************************* 
* INTELLIGENT ASSISTANT 
* (E) for editing data in knowledge base 
* (Q). for enqui ry 






.. .. , 
, t , 
• · .. '1 · · 
* (S) for saving the knowledge base * 
* (B) for browsing the knowledge base * 
* (P) for printing the knowledge base * 
********************************************************* 
* FUNCTIONS FOR SERVICE MANAGEMENT * 
* (G) for getting service information file from host * 
* (A) for analyzing service information file * 
* (W) for generating work code file * 
* (C) for generating command file * 
* (N) for sending command file * 
* (R) for starting the self running system * 
* (X) for exit * 
********************************************************* 
Choose one: W 
Service information file (withoutextention): TEST 
Generation completed. 
Press any key to continue 
# SELECT INTERFACE FUNCTION 
# TO GENERATE COMMAND FILE 
********************************************************* 
* INTELLIGENT ASSISTANT * 
* (E) for editing data in knowledge base * 
* (Q) for enquiry * 
* (L) for loading the knowledge base * 
* (S) for saving the knowledge base * 
* (B) for browsing the knowledge base * 
* (P) for printing the knowledge base * 
********************************************************~ 
* FUNCTIONS FOR SERVICE MANAGEMENT * 
* (G) for getting service information file from host * 
* (A) for analyzing service information file * 
* (W) for generating work code file * 
* (C) for generating command file * 
* (N) for sending command file * 
* (R) for starting the self running system * 
* (X) for exit * 
********************************************************* 
Choose one: C 
Work code file (without extention): TEST 
u 















Press any key to continue 
# SELECT INTERFACE FUNCTION 
i • 
# TO SEND COMMAND FILE 
********************************************************* 
* INTELLIGENT ASSISTANT * 
* (E) for editing data in knowledge base * 
* (a) for enquiry * 
* (L) for loading the knowledge base * 
* (S) for saving the knowledge base * 
* (B) for browsing the knowledge base * 
* (P) for printing the knowledge base * 
********************************************************* 
* FUNCTIONS FOR SERVICE MANAGEMENT * 
* (G) for getting service information file from host * 
* (A) for anatyzing service information file * 
* (W) for generating work code file * 
* (C) for generating command file * 
* (N) for sending command file * 
* (R) for starting the self running system * 
* (X) for exit * 
. ********************************************************* 
Choose one: N 
Work code file (without extention): TEST 
-_..-... ...... -===-=-....... =INTERFACE TO COMMAND SENDING SERVER--------_ 
<F3>Scheduled-sending <F4>Immediate-sendi.ng <F10>Quit 
# PRESS <F4> TO SELECT IMMEDIATE MODE 
---------INTERFACE TO COMMAND SENDING SERVER---------
Send External Command File: TEST .CMF 
Queuing completed. 

CUHK L; bra r; es 
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